
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

The chapter presents the conclusion and suggestion to the reserach finding and 

discussion. The suggestion is addresed to the institution, the researchers,and the further researh. 

5.1. Conclusion 

It can be conducted that : 

a) Picture series is one of the media that can be used to teach procedure text, the 

implementation of picture series conduct in several steps. Picture series help them to build 

their immagination and it was successful.. The implementation of picture series they are as 

follows, discuss the topic, saw the picture series to the students, The students write the 

procedure text based on the picture series, give the score from students writing task. 

b) The use of picture series can help the students In producing procedure text., it showed 

by the result of the students writing composition. The students have been able develop the 

organization, vocabulary and language use. 

5.2. Suggestion 

The following suggestions are adressed to the institution, English teacher, and further 

researcheer. 

It is suggested  that the institution MA Alhikmah Bangil should support the teachers’ 

need in cunducting the teahing learning in English class, that is the media used by the teachers 

and students. 

For English teachers, it is suggested that they should use picture series as one of the 

alternatives for increasing the students avarage score in writing procedure text, because 

according to the researcher that the ones of way to sopport and to creats the students’ creative 



writing. Teacher should also be creative in presenting the material, making the students 

interested in the material and do not bored to attend the class.Teacher carry a big responsibility 

in their classroom to give motivation to the students. Everything the teacher says will have an 

impact on the studenets. 

To the future researcher, it is suggested they should conduct a similiar study in other 

levels of the students to see taht picture series as media teaching writing can increas the students 

avarage score and can give positive effect in their learning process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


